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1. Market Scale and Positioning

• At $270 billion, the local market is now of global significance

• Scale is now at critical mass to support globally competitive defence technology, products and services 

• No longer a Tier-2 market for defence technology

2. Maturing Local Ecosystem

• Improved industrial capabilities, capacity, services, confidence, funding, buyer sophistication

• Skills pool, employee mobility, and collaboration among government-industry-education sectors improving

• Several local companies approaching the scale of being credible prime contractors

3. Political and Geopolitical Adjustments

• Shifts in relationships with both collaborators and competitors requires more capable and responsive SDI

• Government rightly sees a transformative role for the investment of $270 billion 

4. Self Reliance

• COVID-19 disruptions to supply chains was a wake-up call 

• Denial to Australia of access to technology and products is growing

Drivers in the Australian Defence Industry: Outlook
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“Sovereign” is about Australian independence, self-reliance, resilience, reliability, control, and confidence. It
is now also deeply conflated with a social contract to provide enduring community benefits, in the form of
sustainable, high-skill, high-value jobs from very substantial taxpayer outlays.

Not all Australian defence industry needs to be sovereign. There is a long-term, valued and respected role for
local subsidiaries of foreign entities, controlled from foreign countries and even staffed by foreign employees.

We are evolving a definition of “sovereign” which embraces any entity, including any foreign-owned entity,
which we are certain will be in the trenches with us when needed.

We have learned the following are key requirements for a sovereign enterprise:

1. Corporate management and control must be Australian and independent of foreign influence

2. Business P&L must report locally, independent of a foreign parent

3. Intellectual property is owned, licensed and managed locally

4. No obligations to support any parent entity defence offsets outside Australia

The US FOCI arrangements are a model for how to manage sovereign industrial interests in a global market.

The most important aspect of sovereignty in defence industry capability is resilience.

Despite all other advances, this is where Australia is failing.

Sovereignty
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Australian defence industry is an incomplete ecosystem which cannot deliver the social compact, or the deeply
resilient economic base which government desires. The ability to deliver resilient jobs and capability is still some
way off. Deft engagement by government is required to address the threats to sustainability.

Threats:

1. Global Supply Chains

Global supply chains are in some cases arrangements allowing some prime contractors to avoid local suppliers.
The lack of a formal offset requirement in Australia means that strong embedded bias towards suppliers in
offset-demanding countries is (naturally) rife. Local supply chains are essential.

2. IP Control

IP is an indirect control mechanism limiting local growth, even when the IP was developed in Australia.

3. Lack of Industrial Scale

Australia has a many defence SMEs but an array of larger SMEs and sovereign primes is needed to establish a
balanced industry ecosystem. Any Australian SME which can grow towards the $2-3 billion value of a prime will
likely have a growth rate which will trigger acquisition by an existing prime.

4. Exports

Despite improved scale, the Australian market cannot support a globally-competitive defence company with
technology and products aligned to current ADF requirements. An administratively transparent export licensing
system, reflecting majority community values and Australian alliances, is required.

Sovereign Defence Industry Issues
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1. Benchmark for Local Content

• >80% for products delivered to ADF and >40% for export products globally

• Mentoring and support for local supply chain

2. Skills and Training Investment

• >$5 million annually towards Australian university collaborative research

• Commitment to chair-led research in Australian universities

3. IP Investment

• Managing over $1.6 billion global investment into IP controlled from Australia

4. Scale

• Fostering SME collectives to bridge the scale deficiency inhibiting Australian companies

5. Exports

• Maintain >90% of revenue from exports to ensure technology and products are global leaders

• Provide local supply chain access to global markets to support continuous improvement

What is EOS doing to help?
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1. We have made good progress towards achieving sovereign defence industry capability, 
on a sustainable scale

2. We are not there yet

3. Deft but decisive action is needed to manage transitions:

• from global supply chain rhetoric to local supply chains; 

• from opaque export processes to coherent support for exports generally aligned 
with community standards; and

• from a scale bias towards small SMEs to a balanced spectrum of scale including 
sovereign primes.

4. If we rest on our achievements, we will falter and fail

5. As always, it is only what we do next that counts

Conclusions
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THANK YOU


